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Gorgeous Environments Defined By  
Rich Color Palettes, Refined Materials  

and Awesome Detailing



MWG INNOVATIONS - With a passion for designing and 
working with glass, Esvin Tista founded MWG Innovations 
in 2018 on the idea that offering custom bath glass and 
mirrors for new construction and remodeling projects 
should fall in the line of an exquisite art job. Esvin takes 
great pride in creating unique pieces of art designed 
to bring life to the ideas given to him by the builders, 
designers, and trades he partners with. His work includes 
intricate designs of fabricated unique custom metal, wood, 
and glass pieces for shower doors, vanities, mirrors, 
handrails, and more. MWG Innovations is committed 
to providing all clients with high-quality products and 
services in which yield outstanding customer satisfaction.

This month MWG INNOVATIONS. speaks with Alison 
Cottet, owner of House of Cottet, LLC; proving interior 
design solutions to residential and commercial clients, 
as well as new home builders throughout Houston and 
surrounding area, coordinating all aspects of their projects 
within budget and timelines.  

 Alison is described as down to earth and easy to work 
with, and her design philosophy stresses a close link 
between the disciplines of architecture and interior 
decoration.  The end results are gorgeous environments 

defined by rich color palettes, refined materials and 
detailing that will AWE your guests. Her expertise ranges 
from a wide range of styles, including traditional, modern, 
rustic chic, and eclectic.

MWG INNOVATIONS:  What motivated you to go into the 
interior design field? 
Alison Cottet:  Being able to take a plain or nonfunctional 
space and turn it into something that is breathtaking and 
functional is what motivates me. Seeing the different styles 
from traveling led me into wanting to get into the field of 
Design. In my earlier years of my career, I became a project 
coordinator for a multimillion-dollar custom home builder 
where I was even more drawn to Interior design, and it 
led me to become the interior designer for all projects. 
The look on my clients faces when they walk into their 
beautifully designed home is what makes my job priceless. 

MWG INNOVATIONS:  How has the field of interior 
design changed since you graduated?  
Alison Cottet:  Social Media has grown, new programs 
have been created and a demand for E-designs has 
impacted the interior design industry. With social media 
being a big part of society now, Builders and remodeling 
contractors love to collab to show casing completed jobs. 
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Clients are more interested in E-design more than ever and 
we are digging it! For small room makeovers clients are 
not scared of taking on a project and get their hands dirty 
but just need direction from an interior designer and that 
is where I come in! With all of the new ways people are 
socializing new technology is made that helps designers 
show clients a sneak peek of what the space will look like.

MWG INNOVATIONS:  How can an experienced interior 
designer help a custom home builder or a remodeling 
contractor with their building or remodeling projects? 
Alison Cottet:  Let’s be honest, home builders and 
remodeling contractors are not interior designers plus don’t 
have the time to be the role of designer. Partnering up with 
an interior designer like myself that is experienced makes 
the project run a million times smoother. Because of my 
background in project coordinating, I know how important 
it is to stay on schedule and have everything prepared to 
hand off to project managers. 

MWG INNOVATIONS:  What sets you apart from other 
designers? 
Alison Cottet:  My experience in working as a project 
coordinator for a custom home builder sets me apart from 
other designers. Knowing what builders and remodeling 

contractors are expecting when working with an interior 
designer is what has been appreciated and complimented. 
Knowing their processes helps me focus on deadlines and 
making sure my work is being completed before they are 
needing any of the selection. A lot of my work is using my 
creativity, but I also strongly enforce structure and stay 
organized throughout the project. 

MWG INNOVATIONS:  What has been your most 
challenging project and why?  
Alison Cottet:   Honestly it would have to be my own home! 
With the skill of being able to put together different design 
styles that I all love so much It became hard to commit 
to only one style for my home. If I am working on a 
midcentury modern project with a client then I come home 
wanting to add a little of that style into my living room 
because I am inspired. 

MWG INNOVATIONS:  How do you begin the materials 
selection process when working with builders’ and 
remodelers’ clients? 
Alison Cottet:  The key to having a successful outcome 
when working on a project with a builder or remodeling 
contractor is to finalize design selections as early in the 
construction process as possible. We start by looking at 
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inspirational pictures and getting a good feel of what 
direction we are wanting to go for as far as style. Budgets 
are discussed and design plans are made. Putting together 
selections and designing every little detail on paper as 
soon as architectural plans are ready is what makes our 
design process different than other design firms. Imagine 
having all selections finalized while the foundation is being 
poured!

MWG INNOVATIONS:  What are some common mistakes 
made by builders and homeowners?  
Alison Cottet:  I run into builders and homeowners wanting 
or thinking their home needs to have the same two-color 
tone scheme throughout the entire home. This is a mistake 
that is on going and takes some convincing to change. A 
home should flow and keep the same esthetic throughout 
but there can be specialty rooms that make the space 
exiting and unique. Think of a wet bar having high gloss 
emerald-green cabinets with a fun black and white mosaic 
backsplash and brass hexagon cabinet hardware vs an all-
white wet bar that matches the kitchen. Now color is not 
everyone’s cup of tea but playing with textures, tones, and 
layering can do wonders to a space!

MWG INNOVATIONS: Speaking about staying current, 
how do you keep yourself up to date with all the design 
trends happening in the industry today?  
Alison Cottet:  Attending design seminars, keeping up 
to date with new trends and techniques with our trade 
partners, and following design organizations is how we stay 
current with design trends. As we all know design trends 
come and go and we are always up to date on what is in, 
but we also know what are staple looks that are timeless, so 
you don’t have to update your home regularly. Traveling to 
beautiful places around the world has always been a secret 
tool on keeping up to date with trends and incorporating 
them into my designs. Interior design is totally different 
around the world, and it is very inspiring seeing new trends 
that have not hit America yet!

MWG INNOVATIONS:  What is your favorite design 
style?  
Alison Cottet:  Mixing different design styles together is 
my specialty! I love to play with clean lines and mixing 
historical pieces or elements in a space. Full modern design 
can sometimes feel to cold so when you layer historical or 
traditional pieces, bold colors, and textures together it gives 
a much more well thought out look.  


